
(Mr. Rose. German Democratic Repubi_ic)

at the outset of this year's 
had been quite advanced.

The new

In our view, there were sound prospects for progress 
res «••'oil. The work of the subsidiary body on chemical weapons 
A new, forward-looking mandate for the Committee was quickly agreed upon.

Ambassador Ekéus of Sweden, had carefully prepared this session of th. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank him for his committedChairman 

Committee 
efforts in chairing the Committee.

All in all, my delegation, like many others, had, therefore, hoped at the 
beginning of this session that the "full and complete process of negotiations 
developing an.*, working out the convention" would start, as required unQe^ new

P country which had beer, telling us for quite some time that it
that field in fact tried during the first

Then, on 18 April, 
Taking

However, the
wee more than keen on quick progress in

Cor-ritt.ee> we have carefully examined this draft, on which I would like to make 
the following observations:

mandate.

. -v

fSSSÏÏS.xïS=: isssL*principles of international law and represent a complete departure from • 
consensus that had been emerging on challenge inspection. Small wonder the.efor.., 
that this concept, has been dismissed by many delegations, m fact, we «

delegation clearly supporting this concept, apart, o* course, iron

bajic
not

heard any 
United States delegation;

ar. far as the work of the committee on chemical weapons is concerned, 
we hpvc not been able to discern any sign of the promised fl®*i^lity.®n in
the United States delegation. Instead of advancing the negotiations by J S
the efforts to search for mutually acceptable compromises the United Sta es is 
LOihbornty sticking to positions which are not acceptable to many delegat • 
attitude became clear again when the report of this committee was dra e » ‘
United States delegation insisting by all means on the insertion of e no ■ 
Article X into this report.

Second,

This

negotiations are a give-and-takeLet us be quite frank with each other:
No delegation is allowed to impose its will on others.process.

States to review its approach to the
Otherwise, the prospects for"Therefore, we appeal to the United 

negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons. 
progress nay be rather gloomy.

view of the German Democratic Republic,
the vital issuesLet me emphasize again that, in the 

greater efforts are required if the Conference is to make headway on 
it is called upon to solve.
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